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SUMMARY
I'm a lifelong learner with a passion for people. I thrive in environments where everyone is collaborative, enthusiastic, and
working towards a common goal. I strive to design high-quality code that is clean, scalable, and reusable.

TECHNICAL TOOLKIT
SKILLS: React, TypeScript, JavaScript (ES6), Redux, Node.js, HTML, CSS / SCSS / SASS
OTHER: Test Driven Development, Continuous Integration (CI), Git, RESTful API, npm, Jest, Cypress, VS Code, Unit Testing

PROJECTS
UFOMG
Tech Stack: React, JavaScript, Redux, Python, Flask, Google Maps API, Cloudinary, Cypress, Heroku, Git
UFO reporting and research website
Addressed need for a site that had data visualization for deeper research and a way to add their own reports
Collaborated with a full back-end team to build the app from scratch with agile software development
Built custom Google Map icons, buttons, and legend that allow a user to filter between sighting density and sighting type
Game Sleuth
Tech Stack: React, TypeScript, React Testing Library, Jest, Heroku, Git, Material UI
Board game research website
Allows beginners and board game enthusiasts to search and find all types of board games based on their criteria
Learn and apply TypeScript and React Hooks within a eight day timeframe
Collaborated in a team of three to design and plan app, using GitHub Projects to ensure a cohesive group workflow

EXPERIENCE
FirstBank, Assistant Supervisor, Lakewood, CO
Feb. 2019 - Mar. 2020
Guided team to achieve 100% of department service level objects for the first time ever.
Identified strengths and weaknesses in each team member and created custom training plans to help take them to the
next step in their careers
Successfully had four team members promoted to better positions within a year
Motorola Solutions, Senior Account Manager, Denver, CO
Jan. 2017 - July 2017
Oversaw five states in the PNW region. Traveled to meet clients and perspective customers to demonstrate product
Managed SaaS sales, strategic account planning, and customer relationship management through SalesForce
Worked closely with team members across the country to coordinate best solutions for the customer
Intrado, Senior Implementation Specialist, Longmont, CO
May 2014 - Jan. 2017
Agile project management of cellular site emergency routing. Projects ranged in size, scope, and timeline
Created an Excel macro, resulting in an 83% reduction in cellular site deletion processing
Received a customer service of the year award for my continued dedication to always putting the customer first

EDUCATION
Turing School of Software & Design
Nationally accredited software engineering bootcamp

University of Colorado - Denver
MBA International Business

University of Northern Colorado
BS Marketing

Aug. 2020 - Mar. 2021

